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INTRO + MASK + PowerPoint
What to say and how to say it.
“A story should have a beginning, a middle, and an end... but not necessarily in that order.”
Jean-Luc Godard
Getting off to a great start with INTRO
INTRO is a mnemonic (pronounced newmonik) which is simply an aid to memory. Here
each letter of INTRO reminds you what action to take, what you will share in each part of
your introduction and also sketches out what you will cover, how you will cover it and why.
All presentations have a three-part structure: beginning; middle; and end.
Although you must follow the letters in sequence to create your INTRO you can mix the
order up when you present it to suit your style. For example you could begin by sharing the
presentation’s range and end your INTRO with your impact strategy.
I is for impact and is about getting our attention with a fact, image or quick story
N is for the: need of the presentation; project context; your take on it
T is for title and is simply a hook to hang you presentation on
R is for the range your presentation will cover. How long? Structure? Why this sequence?
O is for the objectives you plan to achieve during the presentation. Link it to our needs
What I normally do is write up INTRO vertically on a flip chart and use it as both a content
and structure drafting tool for the opening phase of any presentation. Let’s examine each
part of INTRO in turn.
Impact We are like horses before a race. You have to get us pointing the right way and
setting off over the presentation course at the same pace and time. Remember if you can’t
get and hold my attention little or no communication will take place. Copy the
professionals; watch the news on your favourite TV channel. For me that’s often BBC or
Channel Four. I observe how the presenters on BBC NewsNight for example introduce their
pieces.
Need Why do we need to listen to you? Most of us love to hear another professionals
incisive analysis the challenges our projects pose. Outline swiftly the context this
presentation takes against for the organisation, for this team for this quarter, for the year
ahead. Starkly present your top three main messages. What will I know afterwards I may
not know now? Confirming knowledge is good too. Here you will show we are all on the
same page. Try connecting to what is likely to be happening in our micro-worlds at our
personal level of work and roles and the wider, macro worlds our business operates in and
where appropriate at a societal level too.
Title Make it as snappy if you can. Be topical, tap into the zeitgeist, the spirit of the times,
Look at how newspapers use headlines to grab your attention. You can be playful and
alliterative here.
Range Tell us where you will start and end and why this way? The old story; a beginning; a
middle and an end. Give us signposts and map out the journey so we can see progress at all
points of your presentation. Clearly link these section signposts back to our needs and your
objectives. Doing this shows you are in control of the information and allows us relax, to get
ready to take it in and connect it to what we already know. Get the range right and it really
helps us to remember what you share with us.
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Objectives What will we get from this presentation? State the most important business
messages you are there to deliver vividly. What will be different afterwards and why? Do
you need us to alter our attitudes to something we are doing or failing to do? Repeat the
benefits you outlined in Need but in fresh language. Share the big wins you see and risks we
will face and how to deal with them.
Using MASK to create and deepen your presentation content
Oddly one of the big challenges you face at a personal level on a presentation is what to say
about yourself and how to say it. What tone to strike, how much to reveal? Public speaking
is scary because it exposes us to the opinions of others, to our colleagues and the feelings of
our wider leadership team. What’s socially acceptable now on a presentation? All these
questions can trouble us. Fortunately we have another mnemonic MASK which handles all
of this easily while also creating content for various parts of the presentation especially
how to share your credentials, wider competences and for fleshing out who you are and
what you are here to do for newer people. Using MASK skilfully will also add layers to the
INTRO and help you to position your mindset, skill set and leadership style positively.
This tool starts with your Motivation Why do you get out of bed in the morning to do this
work? What excites you about it? What brought you into your profession? What keeps you
fresh and excited at work and play for that matter? What’s keeping you awake at night
about the presentation or your role at work or where the biz is headed? Sharing about
motivation is always fascinating for us because it's so useful to see inside another mind,
another way of seeing things. Done well it makes you stand out and be remarkable.
Analysis Here’s your big chance to showcase yours. Presentations are often won or lost
here. Be bold and give your take, your considered professional opinion of what’s at stake,
for example and how to get it right. Give me a fresh steer I may not have already had. Do
not underestimate the value your unique take on life and business has. It’s one of the main
reasons you have been chosen for a key role as a presenter to share your view on the
challenges and solutions open to us. Your Attitude is also on trial. It’s revealed in
everything you do or fail to do to impress us. Sharing explicitly, honestly what shapes your
attitudes also gives me insights into where they have come from and what informs your
thinking. The back-story to your view is? This is where you stand out by standing up for
your views, your take on life. Your personal style and approach to success made vividly
visible here and now. Be Authentic also. Nothing can beat the power of your voice when
you speak from the heart and from the truth of your direct experience of your subject
matter; “The role of a writer is not to say what we all can say, but what we are unable
to say.”. What Anais Nin says about the role of the writer is of course an available challenge
for all of us. It’s even more vital now to share your truth, your experience, your hope with
us. We need it. Skills are abstract when you merely talk about them. I can’t see how skilled
you are unless you demonstrate your skills. So do some close up magick in the room, right
in front of us. Create a moment to display your skills. This might sound tricky but it’s not.
Your expertise is hard won. Sharing how you solve legal/business/operational/people
challenges, create solutions and what tools you use in a story does the job. You should be
saying for example and let me illustrate this frequently here. You have many skills, often in
several areas and deep life experiences too. Share and show your skills with stories and
case studies. Make your skills relevant to us through analogous examples, for example….is
a great start.
Knowledge Possibly your greatest presentation asset. Share it generously, show how we
personally could benefit from it as well as how the organisation will. We live in an age of free
knowledge. What are you adding to that pool? How do I get it? Share your blog, Twitter feed
if you use that. Leave me with a knowledge takeaway I can usefully deploy later that day.
Arm me with some new facts or insights or attitudes I should embrace or should be aware
of.
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Case studies
These can become a key ingredient in a presentation. Sharing practical proven examples
taken from life will reassure us that we can do what you are asking us to. Two pitfalls to
watch out for here. Firstly, be careful you don’t bore our socks off. It’s so easy to do that if
you just talk about your “successes”. We are all fascinated by our challenges but will
become interested in yours if we can relate to them. You need to bring a storytelling
approach with a disciplined structure to your case studies. And watch out for length. Much
better to take a précis approach, two or three minutes does it. This leads us to reflect and
think while listening to you and then probe you with questions creating a fascinating
conversation with your audience. This not only gives you clear clues about our thinking and
what we are interested in but also makes your presentation more conversational is style.
And that’s a good thing.
A very simple structure I use for case studies is:
1.

Describe the top three challenges your project presented:…..

2.

Share what you did, why you did it that way, the risks, how you overcame them and
how you made a difference:…..

3.

Finish with what the customer/client/patient said and connect this directly back to
this project. Share three benefits we might enjoy in our project from this experience

This is easily the translated to the work ahead if it’s the topic of your presentation:
1.

Describe the top three challenges the project presents:…

2.

Share what we must do, why this way, risks and how to avoid them, and how we can
make a difference now:….

3.

Finish with an outline three benefits we will get from this experience:…

Connect your case studies to your key messages and your objectives. You should clearly
make these connections for us as you headline the case study as you introduce it to us.
Sometimes you will find that focussing one, well layered case study that really fits well with
the work ahead is a simple answer to a complex problem.
Is Powerpoint dead?
Yes. It was stillborn. When Microsoft invented it I’m sure the vision for the product was to
put a powerful visual tool into the hands of presenters and pitch teams to enrich the
communication process with diagrams, images and short, pithy quotes. Sadly, what
happened was most of us putting endless words on with bullet points on slides to help us
remember what to say and when to say it. Worse still many of us decided we could skip the
four year graphic design course and slot in images and play with fonts too. I’ve seen
PowerPoints 70 slides plus and not an image anywhere, just endless words. We read about
8 times faster than you speak so we are bored quickly if you put up words and speak them
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too. We have read them while not listening to you. Then we watch you repeat what we have
just read!
You face a bigger challenge now because we are the most sophisticated visual generation in
history. Look at the production quality of the movies and TV shows we watch. Even
personal YouTube channels are almost TV quality now. Adverts have millions spent on
them to be shown in 50 seconds or less. People raised on YouTube, BBC’s iPlayer and HD
smartphones will switch off just at the mention of PowerPoint.
But there is a place for PowerPoint and Keynote, its less well known Apple cousin in a
presentation. Used well, like it is by TV news, it can bring a visual richness and recognition
that words alone don’t. A word too for Prezi here. A relative newcomer to the presentation
and pitch market it uses a fresh approach to visually bringing your ideas alive and is
definitely worth exploring. Visit http://prezi.com and see if their ideas grab you.
You should also know the basics of what’s acceptable and what’s not in what
communication professionals call a deck. A deck is a group of around a dozen slides that
contain all the key messages of your presentation in a visually exciting, clearly branded
way. Your deck should be capable of almost conveying the presentation on its own. It must
reflect your brand image and I must be able to see me or my business in it too. So what’s
makes your deck professional?
1. It should be professionally designed and branded
2. Be visually led with powerful images and diagrams
3. Video sequences must be short <30 seconds for high impact
4. You frame each slide by telling and showing us what to look for
5. If you use bullet points a max of three with few words
6. One slide, your “killer” slide encapsulates your whole presentation
7. We like a slide that sets out your content and timings
8. As we do one that summarises and what you want us do next
9. It should make complete sense alone and as a leave behind too
10. Never more than 15 slides please, 10 or less is ideal. One is masterful.
Don’t automatically reach for slides as your primary visual too. You should think very
carefully about what you impact you want to have on us and then choose the best visual
tool to do this. Pre-printed flip charts can do this well as can a specially designed wall chart
that you can use to enrich your presentation visually.
And a final point, a universal one, we will not remember much of what you said but we
always seem to remember how you made us feel. Focus on that emotional message and you
will grow your influence and presentational power in remarkable ways.
pete@thepitchschool.com Chester, England uk mobile +4407833555473
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